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Introductions



This webinar is intended for researchers & scholars. It should not be published or 
presented without permission from AIAB.

Questions about our research programs or 
for press inquiries: 

aiab-research@wharton.upenn.edu  

To work with AIAB and Intercorp, research teams must submit a proposal for 
approval. More details throughout this presentation.

A Few Operational Notes

mailto:aiab-research@wharton.upenn.edu


A Few Operational Notes

Q&A

To ask a question, click the chat button and type your question.
All questions will be answered live or via e-mail.
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About 
Intercorp



What inspires us

Our purpose 

We make Peru the best place to 
raise a family in Latin America



Our companies

Corporate services IR Management 
Management 

Who we are



We are 
committed to 
the wellbeing 
of Peruvian 
families.

Our footprint

39

+92,000

companies

employees

One
Group

Fuente: Intercorp a abril 2022



Approach
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The journey towards a 
single customer view“

”



Evolution of the single customer view

2019
GET READY

BUILD 
PLATFORM

Functional 
design

First MVP

2020
TRUST

TRANSACTIONAL SINGLE 
CUST. VIEW

PROD Retail 
offline

Insurance QA Retail 
omnichannel

2021
STRATEGY

OMNICHANNEL
SINGLE CUST. VIEW

ATTRIBUTES AND 
AUDIENCES

Bank Digital 
audiences

Education

2022
SCALE UP



22 M
customers

Some numbers…



transactions
1,9B

Some numbers…



Some numbers…

web events
3B



So
what?



From transactions to Value

TRANSACTIONS

ONLINE EVENTS

CUSTOMER 
UNDERSTANDING

Behaviour

Lifecycle

Interests

VALUE

DATA MANAGEMENT

Insights Marketplace Audiences
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4,781

TRANSACTIONS

ONLINE EVENTS

CUSTOMER 
UNDERSTANDING

Behaviour

Lifecycle
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DATA MANAGEMENT

Insights Marketplace Audiences
attributes

From transactions to Value
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Research 
opportunities



Research opportunities

- Develop insights, segmentations and recommendation engines based on 
customer needs, enabling an evolution towards a truly customer-centric 
approach from our current company-based models.

- Build new attributes such as the following ones, from the information 
we have in the single customer view:

- Segmentations: by value, by behavior, by behavior change, by 
interest, by family size…

- Personal features: age, gender, location, payment capacity…

- Moment in life: young family without children, family with 
children, children’s age…

- Use customer level attributes to build lifestyle segments and drive 
actionable insights for each of them.

- Develop advanced recommendation engines specialised for each 
channel and step of the customer journey.
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Research opportunities

- Find creative solutions to guess customers’ income and credit risk score from 
transactional data, so we can offer lending solutions to people with no record 
on tradicional banking.

- Income prediction:

- Identify and build signals related to our customers’ payment 
capacity.

- Develop analytical models able to project monthly income and 
payment capacity.

- Credit risk score:

- Build attributes related to the payment behavior based on 
demographics and transactional data.

- Develop predictive models able to assign the default probability 
during the next 6 months.
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Research opportunities

- Optimize the use of product-based discounts with credit card.

- For our retail banking company. We store detail information about what 
products our customers bought. So, we give discounts to certain products 
if they pay with our credit card. 

- Assess which products drive highest impact when a discount is offered.

- Identify the optimum discount for each product to increase the use of the 
credit card.
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05
Details about 
our data



Details about our data

+12 Billion rows, +16 TB

We’re giving details of 24 main tables grouped in 14 data domains, which represents about:

All our tables contain a customer ID which can be used as a primary key to join them.

The data domains are: Customers, Products, Promotions, Sales (transactions), Web sessions, Insurance, 
Vehicle, Demographics, Financial, Payments, Retail, Corporate, Digital behavior and Banking.

These main tables and columns are described in the next seven slides.



Details about our data

Customers & Products



Details about our data

Promotions & Sales



Details about our data

Web Sessions & Insurance

Vehicle & Demographics



Details about our data

Vehicle & Demographics



Details about our data

Financial & Payments



Details about our data

Retail & Corporate attributes



Details about our data

Digital behavior & Banking



Details about our data

Q&A

To ask a question, click the chat button and type your question.
All questions will be answered live or via e-mail.
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Data Access



Data access

- Research teams will have full access to the data they consider useful for the 
analysis

- The data will be made available via the Google Cloud Platform environment 
(BigQuery).

https://cloud.google.com/blog/products/data-analytics/new-blog-series-bigquery-explained-overview 

https://cloud.google.com/bigquery/docs/introduction 

https://cloud.google.com/blog/products/data-analytics/new-blog-series-bigquery-explained-overview
https://cloud.google.com/bigquery/docs/introduction
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Researcher Proposal 
& Application 
Process



Researchers will apply and submit a proposal online.  Proposals should be in PDF 
format, no more than 2000 words, and include the following information:

• Title

• Author(s) name, title, affiliation and e-mail address: Please designate a 
corresponding author (Note: Teams are strongly encouraged, e.g. doctoral 
student(s) + faculty)

• Author bios: Include up to a paragraph-long biography highlighting what each 
team member will contribute to the project 

• Abstract

• Summary information: Include a single “slide” that visually summarizes the team & 
project
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Researcher Proposal Format



• Introduction: Describe expected contribution(s), covering both the academic and 
practical aspects. Describe how you will approach the project and the key 
methods and ideas that you would like to bring to the table. Please keep it 
concise, and cite relevant work as necessary to explain your academic 
contribution. There is no need to include a lengthy literature review. 

• Detailed project proposal: Please include supporting detail that will help us assess 
the feasibility of your approach and its compatibility with existing data

• Data Needs: Bulleted list of data required or requested for analysis. While we can’t 
guarantee the inclusion of these items, we are happy to investigate the availability

• Languages/tools: What you propose to use and how it fits the project. (Note: There 
are no restrictions on software)
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Researcher Proposal Format (cont.)



Submit your proposal here: 
https://aiab.wharton.upenn.edu/research/recommending-products-brands-lending-
opportunities/ 

• No later than March 12th @ 9AM ET

Please contact us at aiab-research@wharton.upenn.edu, if you have any questions 
prior to submitting your proposal
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How to Apply

https://aiab.wharton.upenn.edu/research/recommending-products-brands-lending-opportunities/
https://aiab.wharton.upenn.edu/research/recommending-products-brands-lending-opportunities/
mailto:aiab-research@wharton.upenn.edu


Multiple research teams will be selected for the Research Opportunities

• In 2 weeks, research proposals will be due

• In 9 weeks, research teams will be selected & notified

• In 12 weeks, projects will kick off

• Research teams will meet regularly with AIAB and Intercorp throughout the project

• In 12 months, research teams will present findings directly to AIAB and Intercorp
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Researcher Proposal Selection Process



Proposals will be evaluated based on:

• Academic contribution and the researcher’s ability to address issues of strategic 
importance to the research sponsor

• The researcher’s willingness to share all code and findings with Intercorp

• The researcher’s history of academic achievement
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Researcher Proposal Selection Process (cont.)



Research teams will be selected jointly by a committee of academics and 
representatives of Intercorp’s analytics team:

• Kartik Hosanagar: Faculty Co-Director, AIAB

• Raghu Iyengar: Faculty Co-Director, AIAB

• Prasanna (Sonny) Tambe: Faculty Co-Director, AIAB

• Iván Herrero Bartolomé: Chief Data Officer, Intercorp

• Gustavo Yupanqui Moreno: Corp. Customer Intelligence Manager, Intercorp

• Renzo Rosso: Head of Data & BI, Intercorp Retail

• Other external reviewer(s)
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Proposal Review Committee



Researcher Proposal & Application Process

Q&A

To ask a question, click the chat button and type your question.
All questions will be answered live or via e-mail.



If you registered for this webinar, you will receive regular announcements regarding 
upcoming Research Opportunities: 

• Research Projects: 
https://aiab.wharton.upenn.edu/research/available-data-for-academics/availabl
e-data/#t=All 

• Research Papers: 
https://aiab.wharton.upenn.edu/search/#t=Custom&sort=relevancy&f:@martech_
category=[Research%20Papers] 

• Sign up for updates: https://aiab.wharton.upenn.edu/about-aiab/contact-us/ 

• E-mail us: aiab-research@wharton.upenn.edu  
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Other AIAB Opportunities for Researchers

https://aiab.wharton.upenn.edu/research/available-data-for-academics/available-data/#t=All
https://aiab.wharton.upenn.edu/research/available-data-for-academics/available-data/#t=All
https://aiab.wharton.upenn.edu/search/#t=Custom&sort=relevancy&f:@martech_category=[Research%20Papers]
https://aiab.wharton.upenn.edu/search/#t=Custom&sort=relevancy&f:@martech_category=[Research%20Papers]
https://aiab.wharton.upenn.edu/about-aiab/contact-us/
mailto:aiab-research@wharton.upenn.edu


Thank you!

Iván Herrero
Chief Data Officer 

Intercorp

Brandon Krakowsky
Research & Education Director 
AI & Analytics for Business 


